Partners in Prevention Meeting Agenda
June 5, 2015

I. Welcome and Introductions
   a. Introduction of New Staff

II. Presentation and Discussion: 2015 MCHBS Data and planning for 2016 MCHBS
   i. Social norming templates/starters for campuses to plug in campus name including state wide
   ii. Brief Ideas: Driving after drinking has gone down; interest in smoke free policy has gone up

III. Discussion and Brainstorming: Priorities and Budget for Partners in Prevention
   a. Ideas for potential changes
      i. Virtual trainings- balance of in-person meetings and other training.
      ii. Look for external funding. Would like PIP/PIP schools to have more of a connection with administration/presidents. Maybe PIP sell what PIP does to campus admins, effectiveness, and they could potentially fill in the gaps in funding. Perhaps just have meetings for trainings and business meetings virtually.
      iii. Asking campuses to not claim mileage to meetings
         1. Asking campuses to budget ahead of time and/or Give campuses money by semester/6 months
      iv. Campuses near each other could get together for conference calls with PIP. Minimizes travel costs but allows for collaboration.
      v. Get rid of brochures/ move them online

IV. Update from Amy Kiger on UCM TRAININGS- The following trainings are available at no cost:
   a. 2 weeks, June 16-17. Jason Kilmer- motivational interviewing. Same session three times.
   b. July 27th UDEC law enforcement how to conduct underage compliance checks.

V. PIP Updates
   a. PIP forms: Will reopen soon.
   b. All overdue quarterly reports, strategic plan revisions due by June 15th. No exceptions.
   c. 2016 Deadlines
      i. Strategic plan and proposed 6 month budget Deadline: September 1
VI. MoSafeRx: website update and promotional items available including clipboards

VII. CHEERS Update: promotional items and feedback on development of CHEERS app
   a. Ideas for CHEERS program:
      i. Training supplies
      ii. Videos for social media. In xx city, these bars participated. Free advertising for bars.

VIII. “Partners in Recovery” Update
   a. Adam and Dan toured a facility in St. Louis. Vicki Bernard from Harris-Stowe also joined-
   b. PIP Contacts would like raining for those providing direct services as well as stigma fighting campaign

IX. Evaluation Update
   b. PIP coalition survey and Campus Coalition Survey

X. Meeting of the Minds Plans for 2016
   a. speakers to address marijuana

XI. Next Meeting: Friday, August 7th, University of Missouri Memorial Union
   a. Topic: 2015 Missouri College Health Behavior Survey Data in-depth

In attendance

- Molly Borgmeyer – Columbia College
- Kevin C Hawkins, Jr – NWMSU
- Roger Moore- Evangel
- Dale Voigt-Catlin- UMKC
- Pam Culliton- Maryville
- Kate Melton- UMKC
- Jenny Rabas- UCM
- Rhonda Neil-UCM
- Robin Kimberlin- UMSL
- Amy Kieger- UCM
- Jason Hoffmeyer- STC
- Becca Mehmet- STC
- Rick Hanson- Rockhurst
- Tiger Simpson- UCM
- Ashley Cason- UCM
- Jessica Gargus- S & T
- Diane Stutts – S&T
- Christal Dent- S&T
- Sara Lindeman- S&T
- Arathi Srikanta- SLU
- Alision Ayers- S&T
- Jay Winig- SLU
- Kelly Wilson- MSSU
- Robert Clay- Lincoln University
- Tiffany Bowman- MU
- Marvyn Arevalo – Campus Prevention
- Vicki Bernard- JSSU
- Ben Morton- SLU
- Marissa Cope- SLU
- Torie Grogan- SEMO
- Kevin Hawkins- NWMSU
- Margaret Sebastian- NWMSU
- Rebecca Lawrence- NWMSU
- BK Taylor- NWMSU